PGCET-2015 – Second and Final Round of online seat allotment schedule
The second and final round of online seat allotment will be conducted as per the
following schedule for admission to MBA, MCA, MCA Lateral Entry and M.E. / M.Tech courses
for the year 2015-16. The eligible candidates have to enter options afresh to become eligible
for allotment of seat in the order of merit. The options entered by them in the first round
will not be considered for allotment of seat. Document verification will be conducted on
23-09-2015 from 10.30 am to 1.00 pm only in KEA, Bangalore for those who were not
eligible for verification of documents due to non-submission of original marks cards. The
candidates who are having the required eligibility and possessing the original marks cards
are here by informed to attend the document verification process with all the necessary
original documents to become eligible for the seats which are available in the second round
online seat allotment.
Important Instructions
i.

Candidates can enter the priority of options afresh. The options entered by
the candidates in the first round will be displayed based on the Choice
exercised by the candidates after the first round seat allotment.

ii.

Candidates can add / modify / delete / alter the priority of options according
to their wish.

iii.

Candidates should not claim any ignorance on allotment of seat and they
should not reject the allotted seat since the seat is allotted to candidates
based on the options entered by them and order of merit.

iv.

The Choice-2 candidates who are participating in this round by holding the
seat allotted in the first round, if any seat gets allotted in this round as per
merit and options entered by the candidate, there is no chance of getting
back the earlier allotted seat in the first round.

v.

For any reason candidates will not be allowed to continue in their earlier
allotted college. As already informed the earlier allotted seat will not be in
their favour and therefore such candidates should invariably report to the
allotted colleges.

vi.

If the candidate gets a seat in the college entered by him / her in this round,
the seat opted by him / her in this round will be confirmed and the seat held
by him / her in the earlier round will gets cancelled automatically.

vii.

Candidates are advised to enter the options or add / modify / delete / alter
the options they want to select whether the seats shown in the seat matrix or
not, only for the reason that consequential vacancies may arise during
allotment process and the candidates will have a chance of getting a better
seat if they have entered the options.

viii.

For Choice 2 candidates the seat allotted in the First Round will be considered
as last option. The Choice 2 candidates should be very careful while
submitting the options. One should understand that the seat allotted in the
First Round will become the last option; it means all the new options entered
by the candidates will be treated as higher options for allotment of seat.

NOTE: Consequential vacancies that arise after their turn cannot be claimed.
Types of seats made available for second and final round.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Unfilled seats of First Round.
Choice 3 seats of First Round.
Choice 4 seats of First Round.
Exercised Choice 1 in First Round but failed to make payment or not joined the
college.
Exercised Choice 2 in First Round but failed to make payment.
Cancelled / Surrendered seats.
Candidates allotted seats in First Round but failed to exercise their Choice within
the last date.
Newly added seats, if any.
Consequential Vacancies.

Types of candidates allowed for Second and Final Round.
All the candidates can participate in this round except those who have exercised
Choice-1 and reported to the allotted colleges.
Option Entry Schedule – Second and Final Round
Particulars
Date and Time
Document Verification only in KEA, Bangalore
23-09-2015 from 10.30 am to 1.00 pm
Display of Seat Matrix
21-09-2015 after 4.00 pm
From 5.00 pm on 21-09-2015 to
Option Entry by Eligible Candidates
24-09-2015 up to 9.00 am
Publication of Seat Allotment of Second and final round

24-09-2015 after 6.00 pm

Confirmation of Allotment, Payment of Fees and
26-09-2015 to 29-09-2015
downloading of admission order
Last date for reporting to colleges
30-09-2015 before 5.30 pm
1. No individual intimation will be sent to the candidates in this regard.
2. All other guidelines and procedures given in the e-brochure remain unaltered.
Sd/Executive Director.

